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Beresan District Villages 
(Those in bold are first villages.) 
 
Alexanderfeld, Alexandrovka, 
Annenthal, Annovka, Antonowka, 
Bagdanovka, Bendeerhof, Biswanje, 
C h r i s t i n a ,  C h r i s t o f o v k a , 
Domaneveka, Dvorjanka, Eigengut, 
Felsenburg, Friedrichstal, Gaaregai, 
G o t t a ,  G r a d e n f e l d ,  G r i s e ,  
Guldendorf,  Halbstadt, Heck, 
H o f f n u n g s t a l ,  H o f f n u n g , 
Hoffnungsburg, Johannestal , 
Kantakusenka,  Kapi tanovka, 
K a r l e v k a ,  K a r l s r u h e , 
Katharinental, Kavkas, Klein 
Karlsruhe, Klundovo, Kratovka, 
Landau, Lerisk, Lichtenfeld, Lubo-
Alexandrovka, Manov, Marienfeld, 
M a r l a n a v k a ,  M i c h a e l o w k a ,  
Munchen, Navaselevka, Neu 
Karlsruhe, Neu Lustdorf, Neu 
Munchen, Neu Rohrbach, Neu 
Speyer, Neu Worms, Neusatz, 
Novo-Amerika, Novonikolajevka, 
Olgino, Otschakov, Petrowka, 
Pokrovskaja, Rastadt, Rohrbach, 
Rosenthal, Savidovka, Schlosser, 
Schmatz, Schonfeld, Sebastiansfeld, 
Selingera, Skarupka, Sjepucha, 
Speir/Speyer, Stadnaja-Bulka, 
Steinberg, Steingut, Stuttgart, Sulz, 
Swenigorodka,  Vossessensk,  
W a t e r l o o ,  W e i d e n b e r g , 
Wilhelmathal, Wolksov, Worms, 
Wowtsche. 
 
(this list is not all inclusive — if you 
have additions, please provide to the 
lead editor) 
 
Many of these identified chutors and 
villages need much research.  If you 
have any background information 
on them, please share with us. 
 
                   Thanks. 
  

Beresan District 
Odessa Newsletter 

Pastor Bonekemper’s Mad Dog, Rohrbach, 1831 
 

Translated, with comments by Roland Wagner 
 

              One of the many forgotten footnotes about daily life in the German colonies 
in the early decades of the 19th century is preserved in documents 252-1-922 in the 
Odessa archive.  A dog owned by Pastor Bonekemper in Rohrbach reportedly bit one 
of his servant girls, to the point of drawing blood, and ripped the clothing of five 
school children.  There were fears that the dog may have been rabid.  The machinery 
of bureaucracy leaped into action.  The village Mayor’s office (Schulzenamt) re-
ported to the District Office (Gebietsamt) how it handled the matter, and reports on 
the welfare of the victims were obediently issued to the Comptoir of the colonies. 
 
            Little is known about the state of the art medical treatment in the German 
colonies in Russia at that time, especially in those pre-vaccine days.  The documents 
reassure us that one of the school teachers in the Liebenthal district was well-known 
for his skill in curing such ailments.  However, because of various exigencies – 
namely, the money involved and the fear of impending floods, which made travel by 
the victims impractical  -- the pastor in Landau ended up delivering the treatment.  
Happily, all ended well – although we are not informed what the treatment may have 
been, other than quarantine. 
 
            Human beings contract rabies when they are bitten by a dog or another animal 
that is suffering from the disease.  Cats, dogs and cattle account for nearly 90 percent 
of rabies cases in domestic animals.  In extremely rare cases the virus has also been 
spread by respiration (i.e., breathing the air in caves inhabited by rabid bats). The ra-
bies virus, present in the saliva of an infected animal, slowly destroys the central nerv-
ous system. It also infects the muscles of the throat, causing excruciating pain when 
swallowing liquids.  Victims can be terrified by the sight of water -- hence another 
name for the disease: hydrophobia. 
 
            Rabies has been known since ancient times; Homer referred to it as "canine  
madness" in the Iliad.  Treatments varied – the Roman scholar, Celsus, advised hold-

(Continued on page 3) 
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Newsletter Line-up 

 
Lead Editor            Gayla Gray / G09  
Assistant Editor       Merv Rennich / R060 
Assistant Editor      Carol McCormack / M150 
Assistant Editor      Roland Wagner / W011 
Assistant Editor      Dale Lee Wahl / W078 
Subscriptions          Arletta Baskins / B115 
 
Archives: 
 
Maps                      Jeff Hatzenbeller 
 
Village Coordinators: 
 
Felsenburg             George Hoff / H072 
Guldendorf             Curt Renz / R022 
Johannestal             Carol Fuchs / F061 
Johannestal             Ray Heinle 
Landau                   Diane Wandler / W090 
Landau                   Zita Gieser 
Neu Lustdorf          Elsie Heuther / H008 
Neusatz                  Ken Aisenbrey / A013 
Rastadt                   Diane Wandler / W090 
Rastadt                   Letty Schoch / S193 
Rohrbach                Arletta Baskins / B115 
Rohrbach                Rosemarie Dinkel / D022 
Rohrbach                Nancy Schroeder 
Rohrbach                Ed Schulz / S043 
Rohrbach                Lucy Simpson / S046 
Stuttgart                 Ruth Iseminger 
Speier                    Albert Berger 
Speier                    Valerie Ingram / I009 
Sulz                       Albert Berger 
Sulz                       Valerie Ingram / I009 
Waterloo                Betty Rennich / R103 
Waterloo                Lucy Simpson / S046 
Weidenberg             
Worms                   Arletta Baskins / B115 
Worms                    
Worms                   Nancy Schroeder 
Worms                   Ed Schulz / S043 
Worms                   Lucy Simpson / S046 
Worms                   Dale Lee Wahl / W078 
 
(The addresses for most of the Editors and most 
of the Village Coordinators can be found in the 
latest issue of the GRHS Der Stammbaum.)  
                

Mark Your Calendar 
 

31st Annual GRHS Convention 
July 19-33, 2001 

River Centre Convention Center  
Ramkota Inn 

Pierre, South Dakota 
 

32nd Annual GRHS Convention  
August 8-11, 2002 

Radisson Inn 
Bismarck, North Dakota 

Waterloo - 1848 Village History 
 
This particular Village History was published in the English form in Jo-
seph S. Height's book "Homesteaders on the Steppe". 
 
There is much more data contained in this book concerning this area and 
our German Russian ancestors who lived there.  The book is still available 
from the GRHS (copyright holder). 
 
1. The present colony of Waterloo was established a second time by 34 
families in 1833 under the direction of His Excellency General von Inzow 
who was then the superintendent of the Colonial Welfare Office. 
 
2. The existing colony of Waterloo is located in the Beresan valley which 
runs west to east for 75 versts and flows into the Black Sea. The colony is 
120 versts from Kherson and the same distance from Odessa. Landau, the 
administrative center of the colony, is also located in the Beresan valley, 
about 10 versts away. 
 
The terrain of our perfectly level steppe, comprising 2,654 dessiatines, has 
from one to two feet of black earth, and is well suited for pasturage and 
farming. However, in some places there are patches of saltpeter which are 
productive only when rainfall is abundant. But, unfortunately, quite often 
rain is lacking for six to eight weeks, so that the grass, grain, and other 
plants suffer from prolonged drought and high winds, and do not produce 
the anticipated crops. 
 
The shallow valley in which the colony is located does not bear a strong 
current of water. The four excellent dams that have been built to catch the 
rain and snow provide a good supply of water for the livestock and present 
a picturesque scene. The village looks very attractive with its regulation 
houses of stone and the surrounding fruit trees. 
 
A pleasing sight on our bare treeless steppe is the fine growth of trees on 
the north side of the valley. This communal plantation contains 1,400 fruit 
and forest trees. 
 
3. Because the colonists of 1819 were unwilling to accept the ordinances 
of  the former commissioner of settlement, Mr. Krueger, and began to 
bicker and quarrel, he chose the name of Waterloo, a Belgian village 
whose inhabitants at the time of the siege by the allied powers had like-
wise been stubbornly opposed to any surrender. 
 
4. In the beginning the colony of Waterloo was composed of 34 families, 
numbering 200 persons (95 female and 105 male), who had come from 
abroad in different groups and at 8 different times: 
 
From Rheinpfalz: 1 family in 1805 and 1 in 1809. 
From Baden: 2 families in 1818 and 11 families in 1819. 
From Wuerttemberg: 6 families in 1817; 1 in 1819; 1 in 1822; 2 in 1832; 
and 2 in 1833. 

(Continued on page 4) 
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ing victims under water both to relieve thirst and overcome 
hydrophobia.  This water treatment, as well as other dan-
gerous and equally ineffective "cures," were widely em-
ployed until the 18th century.  It is hoped that by 1831 the 
state of the art intervention in the German colonies in Rus-
sia had advanced somewhat beyond that level, although 
the world had to wait until 1885 for Louis Pasteur’s fa-
mous rabies vaccine. 
 
To the Odessa Comptoir of the foreign settlements, from 
the District Office of the Beresan colonies, a Report – 
 
The Rohrbach Mayor’s Office notified the District Office, 
in the report of the 14th of February this year, No. 52, that 
on the 13th of this month a small house dog (Stubehund) 
belonging to Pastor Herr Bonekemper there, had bitten the 
servant girl of the said Pastor Bonekemper, along with five 
school children there, of these the servant girl was bleed-
ing from her hand, but the school children basically just 
had their clothing ripped, and since the Mayor’s Office 
presumed that this dog may have been rabid (toll), they 
wanted to have the same such likewise killed.  Because the 
District Office was not convinced that this dog was rabid, 
and in addition wanted to prevent all unfortunate and un-
necessary consequences from this incident, they took steps 
to obtain all the necessary written regulations, and on this 
basis issued the strictest order to the Rohrbach Mayor’s 
Office stipulating that all resident dogs there be killed or 
tied up, and also that none of the members (of the village?) 
should come into contact with them --  and that they were 
liable for any injuries or contacts to victims from these 
dogs, such was emphatically dictated to the Mayor’s Of-
fice in Rohrbach, and that these reported victims should 
without the slightest delay be sent to the colony of Neub-
urg in the Liebenthal district, where school teacher Flok 
resides, who is known to have sufficient knowledge to re-
view this matter.   Therefore the Office has the honor to 
inform the Comptoir about this incident and to make an 
obedient report, with the notation that the District Office 
will not fail to do everything required to bring about suc-
cess in this matter and to provide on his part the necessary 
report to the Comptoir. 
            (signed)  Head Mayor Imel 
No. 547 
Colony Landau 
16 Feb. 1831 
 
 
To the Odessa Comptoir of the foreign settlements, from 
the District Office of the Beresan colonies, a report --   

 
The Office hereby has the honor to obediently report to the 
Comptoir, that the injured victims of the bites of a mad 
dog on the 13th of this month in the colony Rohrbach, of 
which incident the report on the 16th of this month, No. 
547, was obediently made, the pastor of the Landau 
church, Herr Maziewsky, has taken over the process for 
cure – and the Office has ascertained that the affected 
colonists were prevented from being sent to the colony of 
Neuburg for treatment by the resident school teacher Flock 
for the injuries inflicted by this dog, not only by the sig-
nificant expenses for this journey, by also by several diffi-
culties due to the impossible passage through the presently 
rising waters, where the greatest danger to life is feared, 
and furthermore because the pastor Herr Maziewsky as-
sured us that quarantine can primarily be depended on for 
the cure of these victims, by which means he has already 
cured several victims of bites of a  mad dog.  So because 
of this the Office decided to not send them to the colony of 
Neuburg, and to turn them over to the Herr Pastor 
Maziewsky to administer the necessary healing remedies 
for the cure, about which matter the Office places itself at 
appropriate disposal, and has the honor to obediently make 
this report to the Comptoir.  
            (signed)            Head Mayor Imel 
                                     District Secretary Willmersdorff 
No. 643 
21 Feb. 1831 
Colony Landau 
 
To the Odessa Comptoir of the foreign settlements, from 
the District Office of the Beresan colonies, a report – 
 
At the command of the Comptoir on the 18th of March of 
this year, No. 1058, by which the Office was ordered to 
report if the five colonist victims from the Colony of Rohr-
bach who had been injured through the bites of a mad dog, 
and who had been taken over for treatment by the priest of 
the Landau parish, Herr Maziewsky, have already recov-
ered.  The Office has the honor to obediently report that in 
a following report from the Rohrbach Mayor’s Office on 
the 25th of March, this year, No. 110, these reported vic-
tims have recovered from the bites inflicted by this mad 
dog, no further harmful consequences have resulted from 
such bites, and their cure was assured by the mayor.   
            (signed)            Head Mayor Imel 
                         District Secretary Willmersdorff 
No. 1055 
27 March 1831 
Colony Landau 
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From Austria: 1 family in 1819. 
From Prussia: 6 families in 1832. 
 
To these original 34 pioneer families 14 other families, 
partly new immigrants and partly transmigrants from other 
colonies, were added. 
 
Two families transferred to other colonies; and in 1842 
five families emigrated to Siberia. At present, the colony 
consists of 74 families, totaling 375 persons (184 male and 
191 female). 
 
5. Most of our settlers arrived here either by water or by 
land, in the laudable reign of His Majesty Czar Alexander 
I, in response to the privileges graciously granted by him. 
Most of the immigrants came independently; some were 
led by conductors of organized groups. Some of the local 
inhabitants belong to the Reformed Church, but the major-
ity are Lutherans. 
 
6. At the time of settlement in 1819 the Russian govern-
ment directed the colonists to a tract of steppeland which 
was carpeted with grass and flowers. 
 
It is said that this land was previously leased to nomads 
who grazed their sheep and cattle on it. There were no 
dwellings on this steppe and no wells could be found. In 
fact, when the settlers were even unable to find sufficient 
water, they joined the colonists of Stuttgart and Friedrich-
stal who were also suffering from a lack of water, in send-
ing a petition to the authorities that they be resettled in 
some other locality. This was granted, and in 1830 the 
three colonies were transplanted to the new colony named 
Gueldendorf, near Odessa. 
 
Of the original settlers only 20 families remained behind in 
the old colony of Waterloo where they leased some steppe-
land. In 1833, however, they too requested General von 
Inzow, the superintendent of Colonial Welfare, that they 
be resettled. This was granted, and in order to make a sup-
ply of water available to them they were allotted the wells 
and the dam in Stuttgart, and also 3 wells near the bound-
ary of Rohrbach. 
 
7. The local colonists settled here at their own cost and did 
not receive any grants-in-aid from the government. Most 
of them were already poor in their native land and had 
spent most of their cash resources on their journey. All 
they brought here were articles of clothing, bedding, and 
some hand tools. 

 
8. On January 9,1838, at 9 p.m. a rather strong earthquake 
was felt, but no damage was caused. 
 
There were some epidemic diseases, such as measles and 
smallpox, which brought death to numerous children. 
 
Great losses were sustained by the local inhabitants in 
1844 by an outbreak of the rinderpest, which destroyed 
800 head of cattle. 
 
The lack of water in the summer of 1834 was particularly 
oppressive to the colonists, for it made it necessary for 
them to haul water for their livestock from the colony of 
Speier at a distance of 7 versts. 
 
For the construction of buildings, the lack of local quarries 
made it necessary to haul stone from a distance of 15 to 20 
versts. 
 
The village endured frequent crop failures; there were 
years when the harvest was hardly equal to the seed sown. 
In addition, in 1846 and 1847, the colonists suffered a loss 
of 2,382 rubles (in silver) through damage inflicted by in-
sects, such as the prussiki (a small grasshopper), the black 
beetle, and mildew. 
 
9. There's an old German saying: "Durch Schaden wird 
man klug" - through losses one gets wise. Our settlers in 
the early years realized the truth of this saying. Only a few 
of the first settlers were familiar with the qualities of the 
local soil. In addition, they had so few draft animals that 
they were unable to make proper use of the good virgin 
land that was granted them. But even when Mother Nature 
amply rewarded the work on the small tilled fields, the set-
tlers made the mistake of squandering God's blessing in-
stead of putting it to good use, so that they had to pay 
dearly for their folly in years of crop failure. 
 
In the beginning most of the settlers knew nothing about 
the raising of livestock, which is now one of the most prof-
itable sources of income. This is particularly true of the 
raising of sheep, as can be seen from the fact that in 1847 
our colony was able to sell 8,283 (silver) rubles worth of 
wool. At the present a great deal of attention is paid to ani-
mal husbandry. 
 
We recognize that through its wise regulations the colonial 
office has done much to help our colonists in gaining new 
knowledge and efficiency. Through its influence and 
through the preaching of the Gospel, but especially 

(Continued on page 5) 
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             New Grossliebental District Odessa  
List Server  

 
You are all invited to participate in a new and exciting ad-
venture designed and prepared just for Grossliebental Dis-
trict Odessa (GDO) researchers. 
 
The list below will help you understand which of the earlier 
Odessa area villages were found in the GDO: 
 
Alexanderhilf 
Franzfeld 
Freudental 
Grossliebental 
Gueldendorf 
Helenental 
Josefstal 
Klein Liebental 
Lustdorf 
Mariental 
Neuburg 
Neu Freudental 
Peterstal 
 
(Note:  Many researchers think and refer to the district as 
the Liebental District.) 
 
This new GDO list server will function as a closed mailing 
list - by invitation only. The operations of this mailing list 
will center around GDO discussions and information. There 
will be no charge for your subscription to this list. Your 
participation level will be at your choosing. 
 
How To Become An Active Member Of The  
Mailing List: 
 
Send a short e-mail message to Rich Aspenleiter at 
richa883@ieway.com containing the information described 
below to establish yourself as 'bona fide'. Bona fide means 
that the researcher is serious in their research and that they 
are not in the business of making money by selling their 
GDO research to fellow members. Please note that this 
does not preclude members from recovering costs associ-
ated with research. 
 
What Does Serious Research Entail?   
 
Good question!  This group is made up of people who sup-

(Continued on page 11) 
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through the frequent admonitions given with candor and 
love by our former Pastor Bonekemper, the welfare of the 
community was firmly established. For 24 years he la-
bored on behalf of the children and the adults, stemming 
the incidence of immoral living and raising the standard 
of Christian thought and feeling. 
 
Also His Excellency General von Inzow, the paternal su-
perintendent of the Colonial Welfare Office, remains un-
forgotten in our memory. 
 
We also recognize and gratefully esteem the work of His 
Excellency State Councilor von Hahn, through whose 
sense of justice and love of order many salutary regula-
tions and practical innovations contributed to both the 
moral and economic development. 
 
With trust in God, we hope that there will be a continued 
growth in the welfare and moral stature of our colony. 
 
Colony of Waterloo 
May 6, 1848 
Church schoolmaster: Ernst (author) 
Mayor: Wiser 
Assessors: Merkel and Huhn 
 
To view other BDO village histories go to:  
http://pixel.cs.vt.edu/library/history/ 
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Black Sea 1852 Map  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To view the map above go to: 
http://pixel.cs.vt.edu/library/bsmap.html 
 
This map was located in Germany, bought, and then 
Roger Ehrich was able to get adequate scanning for shar-
ing on the pixel.  
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Do You Recognize Any Of These People?  
Photos contributed by Rose Schmalz 

Photo #3—Written on the photo was Lillie, 
husband and little Lucille.  

Photo #1  

Photo # 2—this was a postcard  
photo.  

Photo #4—he bares a  
resemblance to the man in 
photo #1 

Photo #6—The 
German writing 
above was writ-
ten on the back 
of this photo.   

Photo #5—Perhaps the same 
man as in photo #6.  

Photo #7—This may have been 
taken in USA or Canada.  

Photo #8—another postcard 
photo.  

Please contact Rose Schmalz at resch@cableregina.com or 306/347-9901 if your recognize the people in 
theses pictures.  Her mailing address is Apt. 307, 2333 Scarth St., Regina, Sask. S4P 2J8, Canada.   
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Example of Bessarabian Church Data 
 

By Dale Wahl  
 
This is an example to show the potential of some family book data for a couple of the families. That which is re-
flected here is not to represent all that will be found in such a family book for Bessarabian families. 
 
The standard family book will list the parents, the children and some times the grandparents, and provide life events 
such as when and where of Birth, Baptismal, Confirmation, Marriage, and Death . . . plus other little items, and in 
some cases noted where the family or some of the family members went when they left the village - this is often 
where some researchers will find the specific data as to when their family left Russia to come to America, etc. 
 
(Please remember that this is not all that is contained in a normal church family book!) 
 
 
                        Last                         First                  d/mo             Year              Place 
husband:           Nickolaus                Jakob                 13-Oct           1803              _____ Wu? 
wife:                 Lenz                        Elisabeth           30-Dec          1806              Spechbach Baden 
children:                                           Simon                see below                            Rohrbach 
                                                         Johann               28-Dec          1829              Rohrbach 
                                                         Elisabeth           18-Mar          1831              Rohrbach 
                                                         Gottlieb             09-Apr           1834              Rohrbach 
                                                         Philipp               16-Nov          1835              Rohrbach 
                                                         Anna Maria       18-Sep           1837              Rohrbach 
                                                         Margaretha        10-Jul            1843              Leipzig 
                                                         Susanna             10-Jul            1843              Leipzig 
                                                         Jakob                 17-Aug          1846              Leipzig 
                                                         Gottfried            09-Feb           1848              Leipzig 
                                                         Barbara             23-Jun           1849              Leipzig 
                                                         Friedrich            21-Jul            1852              Leipzig 
wife 2nd:          Nuffer                      Friedericka                                                     
children:                                           Christina            30-Dec          1857              Leipzig 
                                                         Katharina          04-Feb           1861              Leipzig 
 
 
Remarks          first marriage 8 Mar 1826                                                 
                         Elisabeth Lenz died 13 Mar 1856                                                  
                         second marriage 6 Dec 1856                                             
                         Jakob died 14 Feb 1862                                       
                         Friedericka Nuffer left for Hoffnungstal Nov 1862            
                         there she married Ludwig Schmidt           
                         Margaretha * 1843 married Gottfried Stehr 13 Sep 1863                                        
                         Susanna * 1843 married Daniel Reisenburg 1 Nov 1863                                        
                         Jakob * 1846 died 29 Jul 1848                                          
                         Barbara * 1848 died 23 Jul 1848                                        
                         Friedrich * 1852 died 23 Jul 1852                                                 
                         Christina * 1857 died 3 Jul 1858               

(Continued on page 8) 
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                         Last                           First                        d/mo             Year            Place 
husband:             Nicolaus                    Simon                      28-May         1828             Rohrbach 
wife:                   Werner                      Anna                        19-Nov          1829             Leipzig 
children:                                                Johann                     23-Aug          1851             Leipzig 
                                                              Friedrich                  14-Feb           1853             Leipzig 
                                                              Christina                  26-Sep           1854             Leipzig 
                                                              Anna Maria             21-Oct           1860             Leipzig 
                                                              Simon                      03-Apr          1863             Leipzig 
 
Remarks            Marriage 4 Dec 1850                                                                             
                            Friedrich * 1853 died ____ 1853                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                          
                            Last                           First                        d/mo             Year            Place 
husband:             Billigmeier                Jakob                       27-Feb           1792             Grauchenhausen Rheine 
wife:                   Rauschenbayer          Christina                  01-Mar          1812             Spielburg Wu 
children:                                                Katharina                 10-Jul             1828             Worms 
                                                              Ludwig                    see below                           Rohrbach 
                                                              Maria Sophia           24-Aug          1835             Worms 
                                                              Magdalena               08-Mar          1838             Worms 
                                                              Samuel                    22-Jul             1844             Leipz 
                                                              Jakob                       03-Mar          1847             Leipzig 
                                                              Wilhelm                  14-Apr          1850             Leipzig 
                                                              Friedrich Wilhelm    02-Nov          1854             Leipzig 
 
Remarks            Jakob's apparent 2nd marriage to Christina 22 Jun 1834                                                  
                            Jakob * 1792 died ______________                                                                 
                            Katharina * 1828 died ______________                                                           
                            Maria Sophia * 1835 died ________________                                                               
                            Magdalena * 1838 died ______________                                                          
                            Wilhelm * 1850 died ______________                                                             
                                                                                               
                            Last                           First                        d/mo             Year            Place 
husband:             Billigmeier                Ludwig                    05-Feb           1834             Rohrbach 
wife:                   Doehring                   Justina                                                                Culm 
children:                                                Wilhelm                  10-Feb           1858             Leipzig 
                                                              Ludwig                    24-Nov          1859             Leipzig 
                                                              Samuel                    10-Oct           1862             _______thal 
                                                              Johann                     see below                   
                                                              Friedrich                  01-Aug          1866             _______thal 
                                                              Justina                     15-Nov          1867             _______thal 
                                                              Jacob                       10-Feb           1875             Leipzig 
                                                              Sophie                     09-Jun           1879             Leipzig 
 
Remarks            Marriage 10 May 1857                                                                 
                                                                                                                                          
                            Last                           First                        d/mo             Year            Place 
husband:             Billigmeier                Johann                     02-Dec          1864             Leipzig 
wife:                   Kraft                          Karoline                  13-Feb           1864             Leipzig 
children:                                                Johann                     28-Aug          1886     
 
Remarks            married 4 Dec 1885 Leipzig               
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The owner of this, Johann Ludwig Bette, 
subsequent colonist and farmer of the col-
ony Johannestal in the District of Beresan, 
County of Odessa, Province of Cherson in 
South Russia, is born Evangelical-
Lutheran in the year of 1821, on June 3 in 
Johannestal and baptized and confirmed 
here on the 7th of June, 1837.  He was 
married on November 12 of 1840 with 
Maria Schmautz, stepdaughter of the colo-
nist and farmer Peter Duesterheft of the 
colony of Waterloo.  She is also Evangeli-
cal-Lutheran born and baptized at Water-
loo on May 28, 1822, and confirmed on 
May 23, 1838 here.  
 
He partook latest of Holy Communion of 
October 5, (1841) eighteen hundred forty 
one and she on the (26) twenty sixth of 
April (1842) thousand eight hundred forty 
two at Johannestal.  
 
Since they did not go on the voyage, they 
have once more taken Holy Communion 
as the latest in Johannestal on the seventh 
(7) of February (1843) thousand eight 
hundred forty three.  
 
1. Michael (Bette) son, born on August 

23, in the evening at eight (8) o’clock 
at Johannestal and baptized on August 
30th at Waterloo in the Chapel by the 
undersigned Pastor in a Ev. Lutheran 
way. Sponsors:   
1. Michael Schatz, colonist and farmer 
at Johannestal.  
 
2. David Heinle, Ditto.  
 
3. Rosina Ruede, wife of the Johan-
nestal colonist and smith Gottlieb 
Ruede.  

Parochial Certificate # 114 With Translation 

To have imparted upon request the proper extraction from the local church records, I testify herewith sub fide 
pastorale with the signing of my name and the impression of the seal of the local congregation. 
 
Colony of Rohrbach                                                                                           Joh. Bonekemper  
October 8, 1842                                                                                                  Local Evangelical Pastor  L.S. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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Waterloo Birth Records 1865 

 
Ablass, Barbara             20 Nov 1865     Christian Ablass/Johanna Hoef         1884087/2 95    40  Bap: Nov 28 
Ablass, Christiane          24 Feb 1865      Heinrich Ablass/Rosina Mann          1884087/2 92    7    Bap: Mar 7 
Betz, Georg                   21 Nov 1865     Heinrich Betz/Elisabeth Ablas          1884087/2 95    41   Bap: Nov 28 
Bock, Christian              30 Sep 1865      Johannes Bock/Rosine Vollmer        1884087/2 95    32   Bap: Oct 10 
Buchholz, Heinrich        1 Dec 1865        Andreas Buchholz/Agatha Koth       1884087/2 96    43   Bap: Dec 26 
Eisenbarth, Pauline        28 Apr 186        Johann Eisenbarth/Christina S          1884087/2 93    12   Bap: May 24 
Elser, Magdalena           19 Jul 1865       Jakob Elser/Elisabeth Hekenla         1884087/2 93    21   Bap: Jul 25 
Fischer, Friedrich          30 May 1865     Jacob Fischer/Magdalena Stoll         1884087/2 93    16   Bap: Jun 27 
Frank, Johanna              19 Aug 1865      Friedrich Frank/Katharina Hoe         1884087/2 94    25   Bap: Sep 5 
Frank, Peter                   2 Jan 1865        Gottlieb Frank/Katharina Kopf          1884087/2 92    4    Bap: Mar 10 
Hekenlaeuble, Peter       12 Nov 1865     Christoph Hekenlaeuble/Karoli        1884087/2 95    38   Bap: Nov 28 
Hekenlaeuble, Rosine    2 Nov 1865       David Hekenlaeuble/Gottliebe          1884087/2 95    37   Bap: Nov 1 
Herbold, Peter               18 Sep 1865      Ludwig Herbold/Christina Scho       1884087/2 94    29   Bap: Oct 10 
Hering, Katharina          20 Aug 1865     Jakob Hering/Philippine Rembo       1884087/2 94    26   Bap: Aug 21 
Hofmeister, Anna P       14 May 1865     Julius Hofmeister/Dorothea Bu        1884087/2 93    14   Bap: Jun 6 
Kautz, Wilhelm             22 Jul 1865       Johann Kautz/Anna Maria Serr         1884087/2 94    22   Bap: Aug 1 
Keller, Friedrich            23 Jun 1865       Adam Keller/Anna Maria Bock        1884087/2 93    17   Bap: Jul 18 
Lutz, Friedrich               24 Sep 1865      Gottlieb Lutz/Elisabeth Schie           1884087/2 94    30   Bap: Oct 10 
Lutz, Gottlieb                26 Feb 1865      Adam Lutz/Sophie Brenneise           1884087/2 92    9    Bap: Mar 7 
Lutz, Johannes               3 Oct 1865        Jakob Lutz/Eva Geissler                   1884087/2 95    34   Bap: Oct 6 
Lutz, Katharina              4 Jan 1865         Michael Lutz/Katharina Huhn          1884087/2 92    5    Bap: Jan 10 
Mann, Friedrich             3 Aug 1865       Jakob Mann/Katharina Frank           1884087/2 94    23   Bap: Aug 22 
Mann, Heinrich             8 Aug 1865       Friedrich Mann/Katharina Abla        1884087/2 94    24   Bap: Aug 22 
Pfalzgraf, Dorothea       28 Oct 186         Ignatz Pfalzgraf/Charlotte Bo           1884087/2 95    36   Bap: Nov 7 
Rembold, Christian       10 Jul 1865        Ludwig Rembold/Barbara Mauk      1884087/2 93    19   Bap: Jul 18 
Rembold, Rosine           12 Jul 1865       Konrad Rembold/Elisabeth Scho      1884087/2 93    20   Bap: Jul 18 
Sauter, Heinrich             22 Feb 1865      Johannes Sauter/Katharina Wue       1884087/2 92     6    Bap: Mar 7 
Sauter, Jakob                 9 Sep 1865        Georg Sauter/Christine Trautm         1884087/2 94    28   Bap: Sep 12 
Schoeck, Anna Maria    3 Oct 1865        Peter Schoeck/Margareth Nuss         1884087/2 95    33   Bap: Oct 10 
Schoeck, Margaretha     5 Sep 1865        Jakob Schoeck/Margaretha Huhn     1884087/2 94    27   Bap: Sep 12 
Schoeck, Peter               1 Apr 1865        Peter Schoeck/Elisabeth Sonne         1884087/2 92    10   Bap: Apr 5 
Schoek, Katharina         21 Nov 1865      Georg Schoeck/Elisabeth Pflug        1884087/2 96    42   Bap: Nov 28 
Schulz, Friedrich           10 Jul 1865       Johann Schulz/Amalie May              1884087/2 93    18   Bap: Oct 13 
Seitz, Philippine            20 Oct 1865      Andreas Seitz/Elisabeth Pfalz           1884087/2 95    35   Bap: Nov 7 
Vollmer, Joseph             16 May 1865     Joseph Vollmer/Katharina Reis        1884087/2 93    15   Bap: May 24 
Weikum, Heinrich         28 Sep 1865      Jakob Weikum/Elisabeth Sauter       1884087/2 94    31   Bap: Oct 31 
Weikum, Johann            25 Feb 1865      Johann Georg Weikum/Friederik      1884087/2 92    8    Bap: Mar 7 
Wendland, Karl L          18 Apr 186        Robert Wendland/Margaretha El      1884087/2 92    11   Bap: May 2 
Wetzel, Magdalena        10 May 1865     Johannes Wetzel/Elisabeth Hub        1884087/2 93    13   Bap: May 13 
Ziegele, Johann             16 Nov 1865     Philipp Ziegele/Karoline Schi           1884087/2 95    39   Bap: Nov 28 
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port the ideas associated with the basics of good research 
practices.  
 
Members become a part of the GDO team, working to-
gether in research efforts by:  
 
• participation at a level they feel comfortable,  
 
• sharing GDO family data and village/parish histo-

ries, 
 
• working in small teams with VCs and work groups 

involved in village, parish and district level projects,  
 
• posting GDO relevant/interest information to the list 

server , and  
 
• have the opportunity to volunteer their talents by:  
 

1. working with a group/team on GDO oriented 
projects,  
 

2. assist with translations of documents retrieved 
from Old Russia, or  
 

3. assist with identifying volunteers who may 
translate documents for us. 

 
By each one of us working with the other members of 
this list, sharing experiences and data, we are thus able 
to accomplish a great deal - at the family, village, parish 
and district levels. This inherent team-type positive co-
operation is the glue which binds this list server's activi-
ties, and gives us greater potential than any of us can 
fully understand. Time will prove our efforts grand and 
rewarding. 
 
What To Include In Your Introduction E-mail  
Message. 
 
We're not asking for a four page report! Just a short pro-
file about yourself, which will be forwarded to the entire 
group as your introduction. This introduction must be 
submitted before Rich can plug the new member into the 
list.  
 
Please include: 
 
• your name and e-mail address 

 

• a list of the GDO village or villages you are re-
searching 
 

• family names you are researching (for GDO vil-
lages) 
 

• which part of the world you presently reside and  
 

• if you are a member of GRHS or AHSGR. 
 
In addition, please mention how you heard of the mail-
ing list and tell us a little about yourself - only what you 
feel comfortable in sharing. Of course, the more you tell 
us, the clearer our picture of you, so feel free to include 
anything you care to about your earlier or future research 
and any other interesting items you can think of. 
 
This information will be sent to the list by Rich As-
penliter when he plugs the new member into the list as 
the basis of a self-introduction. It is hoped that these in-
troductions can someday be stored on a server and even-
tually be made available on a future GDO homepage un-
der a "GDO directory or white pages". 
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1. Jakob Bette (1845) forty five, the twenty fifth of July 
(25) on the village of Bringewitsch born and in forty 
five (1845) on the 29 of the same month by the un-
dersigned Pastor in the Ev. Lutheran rite baptized.  
 

2. Andreas (1848) forty eight, born on the twentieth 
(20) of March at noon (12) twelve o’clock in the 
named village and on the (9) ninth of April baptized 
in an emergency baptism by the teacher Valentin 
Wahl in the Chapel at Johannestal, which I, the un-
dersigned, have certified on the twelfth (12) of April.  
 
                                 Johannestal, April 12, 1848 

                                       Joh. Bonekemper  
                                       Evang. Pastor  
                                       In this very place            
               
 
The information above  was included in the George Rath 
book " Black Sea Germans in the Dakotas".  Those who 
are interested should read the book.  The book can be 
purchased from the GRHS.  
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Beresan District Odessa Newsletter 
 
This is the 3rd issue for the fifth year of publication.  The next 
issue is scheduled for June 2001. 

 
5th year dues can be submitted to receive all 5th year issues. 

 
Subscription rates are: 

 
USA: $3 per year*        Canada: $4 per year* 

Europe/Other       $6 per year* 
 

*US funds only please!   
 

Send checks payable to: 
  

Arletta Baskins 
20919 Little Valley Road 

Polsbo  WA  98370 
 
This newsletter is being published for those who have an interest 
in the villages of the Beresan District Odessa South Russia.  The 
staff consists of Lead Editor Gayla Gray; Assistant Editors Merv 
Rennich, Carol McCormack, Roland Wagner, and Dale Lee 
Wahl; with subscriptions handled by Arletta Baskins. 
 

Many others contribute to each issue but there is always room 
for more participation.  If anyone wishes to get involved they are 
more than welcome and should contact Gayla Gray at the return 
address below or by e-mail to: gaylagray@msn.com. 
 
All submitted material should include a statement that gives 
permission for use in the newsletter.  Pictures are welcome.  We 
have a scanner to digitize images and all output is done on a 
laser printer.  Material will be returned when requested and if 
possible return postage or an SASE is greatly appreciated. 
 
Every attempt is made to keep the copyright of the items carried 
in the newsletter as reuseable as possible.  That means you have 
the freedom to use this data in your family work, unless we have 
noted otherwise.  However, before using any data please 
examine the cited sources carefully and make sure you don’t use 
anything in a manner that it was not intended to be used.  Using 
any of this data for anyone to gain a profit is not the intent of 
this newsletter and is prohibited. 
 
Subscription rates are set to recover material and mailing cost 
only.  All time and most other expenses are donated by the 
editors and those involved in producing each issue including the 
use of computer equipment, printers, and phone lines. 
 
Ideas for articles and improvements to the newsletter are most 
welcome.  Please address them to the Lead Editor.        
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